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Since it’s inception in 2005, Beruseal has grown from strength to strength and has established itself as a reliable, sought after, and proudly South African leak sealing firm in the international oil and gas industry.

Beruseal’s expert and innovative on-line leak sealing solutions minimize asset downtime and have resulted in massive cost savings as well as operational efficiency for major oil and gas firms in the Middle East, Central Asia, Sub Saharan Africa and South Africa.

Along with customer satisfaction, safety and quality remain at the forefront of all Beruseal’s operations without compromise.
Beruseal’s Mission Statement stems from the Core Values we live out:

- Professionalism & Service
- Quality & Innovation
- Safety

Beruseal’s on-line leak sealing methodology ensures that the operational integrity of plant equipment is restored during leak sealing while minimizing a loss in production.

All operations are performed with an emphasis on safety and in a manner that is non-destructive while minimizing noise and emission levels.
We pride ourselves in taking full ownership and remaining fully involved by implementing comprehensive leak and leak repair-management systems that maintain plant reliability.

Beruseal’s Tag and Trace System logs data on all leak repairs and enables us to locate all leak vulnerabilities with precision.

Beruseal’s unparalleled response times to emergency leaks is indicative of our commitment to long-term, mutually beneficial partnerships with our customers.

Our consultants and technicians are on 24-hour standby.
Beruseal has a passion to innovate outside of what is considered the norm in leak sealing technology. The result has been the successful development and engineering of cutting edge products and compounds that leave a lighter footprint on the environment, minimize asset downtime and save costs through their application.

Quality & Innovation

We design and manufacture our products in accordance with ASME VIII div. 1 and ASME PCC2 specifications.

Beruseal is also ISO: 9001 accredited and we have set our sights on full OHSAS 18001 accreditation in 2015.
Over the years Beruseal has developed a highly comprehensive and rigorous training program to certify our field technicians. Our technicians have their experience logged and undergo re-certification on an annual basis.

Beruseal’s proud, 100% injury free record since its inception underlines our serious commitment to safety. In addition to complying with international safety standards, we remain dedicated to the continuous development of more efficient ways to keep all employees and plant personnel out of harm’s way.

TRAINING & SKILLS TRANSFER

Over the years Beruseal has developed a highly comprehensive and rigorous training program to certify our field technicians. Our technicians have their experience logged and undergo re-certification on an annual basis.

Our partners who now use Beruseal to certify their own installers have recognized the value of such a high level program.

Beruseal has been successful with skills transfer in Sub-Saharan Africa and Central Asia.
SERVICES

Adaptations of Beruseal techniques allow repair to the majority of steam and petrochemical piping systems.

Over 300 chemicals ranging in temperature from subzero to 600°C may be sealed against pressures of up to 300 bar.

Our capabilities include:

- Carbon fibre composite repairs
- Leak management services
- Pipeline integrity restoration
- General in situ leak sealing services
- Riser repair & encapsulation
- Line crimping and valve blocking
- Strong-back, restraint and support systems
- Compound manufacturing
- Quickseal interlocking clamps
Although Beruseal’s footprint has a predominantly international flavour, we believe our extensive knowledge and experience gained in these endeavours will provide unrivalled expertise and added value to our very own local South African market.

The far-reaching applications of our products and services will not only benefit our on-shore and off-shore petrochemical refineries, but also paper mills, sugar mills, power stations, chemical plants and the like.

Skills transfer and Safety remain high on Beruseal’s priority list and this is what we believe sets us apart in the South African market.

CLIENTS

Chevron Nigeria, Chevron Kazakhstan (Tengizchevron), Exxon Mobile Angola, Denholm Zholdas Kazakhstan, Chevron Angola & Sappi
Operations Director

Michel Pieterse keeps Beruseal abreast of new developments in the industry, explores opportunities with potential partners, analyses market strategies and deal requirements, cultivates negotiations and contracts, and integrates the requirements of a contract with business operations. He oversees the Design and Engineering Department, maintaining consistent education and investigation in order to always expand our accomplishments and develop new products.

Managing Director

Morney Pottas recruits, trains and facilitates all management personnel and processes for maximum effectiveness. He develops overall business strategy by reviewing resources, budgets and results and drives consistent progress through the practical application of our policies. It is up to him to both enforce our organization standards internally and always collaborate with clients, governments and organizations that support ethical business practice.
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